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Industry

Hospital & Healthcare

Customer

A professional association of organizations and individuals

responsible for the collection, delivery, analysis, and
diagnosis of blood specimens.

ADP workforce now

Customer need

The customer wanted time clocking at job sites for proof of

service and mileage tracking for accurate employee
reimbursements. They finally need to export the time &
attendance data into their ADP payroll system.

New workflow with allGeo

allGeo helped the customer automate their field service
workflow. With allGeo, they can manage their employee's

time & attendance using customizable time clock buttons

Healthcare

like Start day, To lunch, Specimens delivered, etc. With

real-time location and tracking, managers can view the

employees’ exact location and capture mileage with high
accuracy. With the help of custom-built reports and allGeo ADP connector, the customer can export the payroll logs to

ADP Workforce Now, their payroll system. The customer can
R

now generate several useful reports for proof of service,
mileage, payroll logs and also set up notifications and

reminders to field employees as they go about their work
day. Key reports & capabilities include:

Payroll automation

Breadcrumb reports for capturing the exact location of employees
at any given point of time and the hours they spent at that location
Reports that show employees’ time clock punches and their
locations through the day, miles between those punches, and
notes or messages captured during site visits.
Custom time clock report for managers to monitor employees
punching status with time & location details, calculate the
service hours and distance traveled.
Daily reminders and push notifications to the employees to
start and end their day.
Directly export the employees data into ADP without any
human intervention using connectors and API.

By automating many aspects of their Time & Attendance

workflow, the customer is able to realize labor cost savings
and productivity boost they were looking for, helping them
transform the way they run their business.

Live Mapview

About allGeo
allGeo is a leading provider of field service management for mid-size & enterprise businesses
to achieve excellence in field service operations by providing tools to improve operations &

payroll processes. The allGeo platform helps businesses create custom field service workflows
using products & tools such as Scheduling, Time Clock, Tracking & Monitoring, Mileage,
Dispatch Messaging, Mobile Forms, Events based alerts, and Reporting.

Examples of workflows include - Time tracking using geofence and pay rate logic for Payroll,

QR and Geofence sites for jobs tracking, Lone worker safety with E911 integration, Electronic Visit
Verification (EVV) for home health care, and Field Inspection using QR / mobile forms. The

allGeo platform integrates with your CRM, ERP and payroll systems to enable easy flow of data
from the field to your back office systems.

Visit allGeo on ADP Marketplace to learn more
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